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Damrak 
Scales with a subtle blend of pink, yellow 
and orange: yellow tulip ‘Strong Gold’, 
lily flowering pink ‘Pretty Love’, double 
apricot with salmon coloured ‘Foxy 
Foxtrot’, bronze orange ‘Cairo’, soft red 
‘Cadans’, pink with orange ‘Pink Jimmy’, 
orange pink ‘Jimmy’, lily flowering yellow 
‘Schiedam’, soft pink ‘Synaeda Amor’ 
and orange yellow tulip ‘Triple A’. 
 
Oudekerksplein 
On this centuries-old square scales are 
placed filled with ‘Flaming Beauty’ striped 
tulips in white, yellow and pink. 
 
Dam Square  
Here you find the same blend as on 
Damrak. 

Rokin  
Here you find the same blend as on 
Damrak. 
 
Shopping mall Kalverpassage 
This location is cancelled. All tulips can be 
found at shopping centre Gelderlandlein. 
 
Vijzelgracht 
Scales with the beautiful mix ‘Painters 
Choice’ tulips in yellow, red, pink and 
white; and double, lily flowering, solid and 
striped.

 Frederiksplein 
Scales with the sunny mix ‘Imperial 
Friends’ in orange, yellow and white 
colours. 
 
Garden Waldorf Astoria 

Along the façade a combination of the 
double pink ‘Foxtrot’ with the pink and 
white lily-like tulip ‘Marilyn’ and the 
pink fringed ‘Dallas’. Two tufts of the 
spectacular ‘Ice Cream’, really like an 
ice cream, are planted on the corners. In 
the grass of the oval you’ll see the pastel 
coloured blend of large-flowered ‘Big 
Ups’. If you look up you’ll see on the flat 
roof in front of the bees homes the striped 
‘Grand Perfection’, and to the sides a 
mix of Triumph tulips. Around the trees 
‘Pinocchio’ a multi tulip in red and white. 
Behind the statues are planted black 
purple ‘Queen of Night’, dark purple 
‘Havran’, lily-like ‘Purple Dream’ and 
pink with white ‘Claudia’. At the end of 
the garden, next to the Rhododendrons, 
you’ll see a combination of double purple 
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‘Blue Diamond’, purple ‘Negrita’, lily-like 
white with green ‘Green Star’ and dark 
pink ‘Mariette’. 
 
Magere Brug 
Trays with the mix ‘Sun Fever’, blooming 
with glowing orange and red tulips. 
 
Amstel in front of the Hermitage  
Scales with the orange tulip ‘Hermitage’. 
 
Hermitage entrance 
Nieuwe Keizersgracht  

Five centuries of tulips in 100 varieties 
is an exhibition of 100 tubs with 100 
varieties of tulips, set up in the garden 
of the museum. Hermitage Amsterdams 
hosts this exposition which is presented 
by Tulp Festival Amsterdam and Van Den 
Hoek Flowering Bulbs. You’ll see unique 
modern hybrids side by side with original 
wild tulips that found their habitat in the 
foothills of the Himalaya. On the import 
of some of these original wild tulips in the 
16th century the Dutch tulip industry was 
founded. This gives the visitor a unique 
opportunity to meet 100 varieties of tulips 
in one view. 
 
Nieuwe Keizersgracht 
Tubs with the blood-red tulip ‘Hetty’, 
offered by the company Compagnon, are 
located along the canal. 
 
Roetersstraat/Nieuwe Achtergracht 
UVA 
On the campus of the University of 
Amsterdam scales are placed with red 
tulips: double ‘Red Princess’, shiny red 
‘Unique de France’, parott tulip ‘Seadov 
Parrot’, ‘Strong Love’ and the fringed 

‘Calibra’. Scales with yellow tulips: double 
‘Nikon, yellow ‘Strong Gold’, lilyflowering 
‘Flashback’ and yellow with red ‘Ravana’. 
Scales with orange tulips: ‘Pako’, orange 
red ‘Cadans’, ‘Hermitage’, double 
‘Orange Princess’ and fragrant ‘Cairo’. 
 
Bridge Plantage Kerklaan 
Scales with a mix ‘Orange Glow’ 
consisting of orange, red and yellow 
striped tulips. 
 
Bicycle path Meester Visserplein 
Scales with ‘Nude&Black’ a mix of tulips 
in colours from dark purple to soft pink. 
 
Lightstreet Townhall 
Scales with the mix ‘Daily News’ with 
purple, red and pink tulips. 
 
Sint Anthoniebreesluis 
Trays with the mix ‘Red and White Art’ 
with purple, red, white and striped pink 
tulips. 
 
NEMO Science Museum 

At the entrance tubs are placed with 
‘Yellow Flight’, double orange flamed 
‘Orange Princess’, double ‘Red Princess’, 
purple fringed ‘Purple Chrystal’, pink 
flamed ‘Pretty Princess’ and ‘White 
Liberstar’.

Wittenburgerplein 
Scales with the mix ‘Amore’ in white and 
pink variations is flowering here.

Haarlemmerplein 
Scales with ‘Fosteriana Beauties’ a mix of 
yellow, pink and white Fosteriana tulips, 
tulips with a little green in the flower. 
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IJpromenade /Eye Filmmuseum 
Along the shore you ‘ll find: 
‘Unique de France’ red and remarkable  
 shiny 
‘Flaming Agrass’ white with yellow   
 flames 
‘Spryng Break’ orange, yellow and  
 pink flower 
‘Foxtrot’ double pink with   
 white 
‘Seadov Parrot’ red parrot 
‘Arjuna’ orange flamed 
‘New Santa’ red with white fringe 
‘Queensland’ double pink fringed 
‘Orange Princess’ double orange 
‘Blue Ribbon’ purple 
‘Red Princess’ double red 
‘Yellow Flight’ yellow 
‘Exotic Emperor’ cream white with   
 green 
‘Pretty Princess’ pink flamed 
‘Mondial’ double white 
‘Purple Chrystal’ purple fringed 
‘Pamplona’ double pink 
‘Nikon’ double yellow 
‘Pleasure’ purple, pink with   
 white 
‘Sunset Tropical’ double pink 
 
Buiksloterweg 
Tubs with a blend of double white 
‘Mondial’, New Santa’ red with white 
fringes and red shiny ‘Unique de France’.

Van der Pekstraat 
In a long row you’ll find tubs with 
purple ‘Passionale’, pink flamed ‘Pretty 

Princess’, orange ‘Jimmy’ and yellow with 
red flamed ‘Ravana’. 
 
Mosveld 
Tubs with a blend of purple, pink, yellow 
and orange. You ’ll see the fringed ‘Purple 
Chrystal’, the soft pink ‘Lydia’, the double 
soft yellow ‘Nikon’, the orange ‘Pako’ and 
the orange with pink ‘Salmon Jimmy’. 
 
Purmerplein 
In the middle of the square tubs with a 
joyful blend of tulips are to be admired: 
pink ‘Lydia’, salmon coloured ‘Salmon 
Jimmy’, lilac pink ‘Sunaeda Amor’, double 
pink ‘Sunset Tropical’ and orange pink 
‘Pink Jimmy’.

Square Metro station Noord 
Tubs with a blend of purple ‘Passionale’, 
red parrot tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, soft pink 
‘Lydia’ and orange ‘Pako’. 
 
Plejadenplein  
Tubs with a blend of pink flamed roze 
‘Pretty Princess’, orange ‘Hermitage’, 
purple ‘Blue Ribbon’ and ‘White 
Liberstar’. 
 
Shopping centre Molenwijk 
Tubs with a blend of red parrot 
tulip ‘Seadov Parrot’, lavender pink 
striped ‘Rejoice’, double pink fringed 
‘Queensland’, double ‘Red Princess’ 
orange ‘Hermitage’ and double ‘Orange 
Princess’.
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Bellamyplein 
In the small park tubs are placed with a 
blend of ‘Yellow Flight’, dark red ‘Strong 
Love’, pink ‘Pretty Princess’, salmon 
coloured ‘Salmon Jimmy’, double red 
‘Red Princess’ double ‘Orange Princess’, 
prune coloured ‘Blue Ribbon’, purple 
fringed ‘Labrador’, ‘Purple Lady’, lily 
flowering red with yellow ‘Fire Wings’ and 
orange light fragant ‘Cairo’. 
 
Kwakersplein  
Tubs with a blend of ‘Yellow Flight’, dark 
red ‘Strong Love’, pink ‘Pretty Princess’, 
salmon coloured ‘Salmon Jimmy’, double 
red ‘Red Princess’ double ‘Orange 
Princess’, prune coloured ‘Blue Ribbon’, 
purple fringed ‘Labrador’, ‘Purple Lady’, 
lily flowering red with yellow ‘Fire Wings’ 
and orange light fragant ‘Cairo’. 
 
Witte de Withplein 
Here for a change a different blend of 
tulips than which you see at the other 
squares in this district: tubs with pastel 
coloured tulips: ‘Foxy Foxtrot’ double 
apricot with salmon coloured orange 
‘Pako’, soft pink ‘Synaeda Amor’, 
lavender pink ‘Rejoyce’ and double pink 
with white ‘Foxtrot’. 
 

Hoek Admiraal de Ruyterweg en 
Willem de Zwijgerlaan  
Tubs with a blend of ‘Yellow Flight’, dark 
red ‘Strong Love’, pink ‘Pretty Princess’, 
salmon coloured ‘Salmon Jimmy’, double 
red ‘Red Princess’ double ‘Orange 
Princess’, prune coloured ‘Blue Ribbon’, 
purple fringed ‘Labrador’, ‘Purple Lady’, 
lily flowering red with yellow ‘Fire Wings’ 
and orange light fragant ‘Cairo’. 
 
Mercatorplein  
Tubs with a blend of ‘Yellow Flight’, dark 
red ‘Strong Love’, pink ‘Pretty Princess’, 
salmon coloured ‘Salmon Jimmy’, double 
red ‘Red Princess’ double ‘Orange 
Princess’, prune coloured ‘Blue Ribbon’, 
purple fringed ‘Labrador’, ‘Purple Lady’, 
lily flowering red with yellow ‘Fire Wings’ 
and orange light fragant ‘Cairo’.
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GELDERLANDPLEIN.NL
COMFORTABEL SHOPPEN  • VEELZIJDIGE HORECA   • ELKE DAG OPEN  •  1,5 UUR GRATIS  PARKEREN

SHOP DE NIEUWE COLLECTIE

Garden Rijksmuseum  
On the side of the Museumplein you 
will find early blooming ‘Icestick’ white 
with red, lily flowering dark red ‘Purple 
Heart’ and double red ‘Uncle Tom’. On 
the western side early blooming tulips as 
‘The First’, white with remarkable yellow 
heart, ‘Love Song’ red with yellow rim 
and white with red ‘Johan Strauss’. On 
the Stadhouderskade you’ll see among 
others parrot tulip ‘Green Wave’ pink with 
green, lilac blue ‘Bleu Aimable’, double 
apricot coloured ‘La Belle Epoque’ and  
lilyflowering lavender pink with yellow 
‘Elegant Lady’.  
 
Pond Museumplein 

In the water scales with a blend of red, 
pink and white tulips, which reflect in the 
water like roses when the sun is shining: 
double ‘Red Princess’, red ‘Strong Love’, 
‘New Santa’ red with white fringes, 
double pink fringed ‘Queensland’, lily 
flowering pink ‘Pretty Love’, pink with 
orange ‘Pink Jimmy’, pink with white 
‘Pleasure’ and ‘White Liberstar’.  

Around the pond 
The Amsterdam Tulip Museum presents 
a beautiful selection of tulip varieties. 
Standing with your back tot he 
Rijksmuseum you see tubs with: 
‘Unique de France’ shiny red  
‘Pretty Princess’ pink flamed 
‘White Liberstar’  white 
‘Ravana’ yellow with red   
 flamed 
‘Purple Chrystal’ purple fringed 
‘Foxtrot’ double pink with   
 white 
‘American Dream’ fading from soft   
 yellow to red 
‘Cairo’ bronze orange 
‘Foxy Foxtrot’ double apricot with  
 salmon 
‘Exotic Emperor’ cream white with   
 green 
‘Queensland’ double pink flamed 
‘Spryng Break’ orange with yellow  
 and pink 
‘Fire Wings’ lily flowering red with  
 yellow 
‘Red Princess’ double red 
 
Vondelpark 
Around the monument of Vondel a 
pattern of tulips have been planted:  
purple with white ‘Flaming Prince’, purple 
‘Negrita’, pink ‘Colorado’, pink with white 
‘Page Polka’, white ‘Galgary’, yellow 
‘Strong Gold’, orange ‘Jimmy’ and ‘Leen 
van der Mark’ red with a white rim.
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Apollolaan Hilton Amsterdam 

In front of the hotel tubs are placed 
with ‘American Dream’ a tulip with 
fading colours from soft yellow to red. 
In the garden masses of the by Hilton 
Amsterdam baptised white tulip ‘Peace’. 
 
Botanic garden Zuidas  
Here are to be seen amongst others the 
soft yellow ‘Sweetheart’, pink flamed 
‘Flaming Purissima’, pink with yellow 
‘Tom Pouce’ and pink with green ‘Artist’.

Amsterdamse Bos - Bosbaan 

At the entrance tubs with a yellow and 
white blend: yellow ‘Strong Gold’, fringed 
yellow ‘Valery Gergiev’, yellow with white 
flamed ‘Flaming Agrass’ and ‘White 
Liberstar’. In front of the entrance to the 
Boswinkel tubs are placed with the yellow 
with red flamed tulip ‘Jakoba Mulder’. 
Jakoba Mulder was the architect of the 
Amsterdamse Bos. At the head of the 
Bosbaan tubs are to be admired with a 
blend of purple and pink tulips. Purple 
are from dark to lighter coloured: ‘Purple 
Lady, ‘Passionale’, ‘Blue Ribbon’ and the 
fringed ‘Purple Chrystal’. Pink are soft 
‘Synaeda Amor’, lavender pink ‘Rejoyce’ 
and lily flowering ‘Pretty Love’.

Shopping centre Gelderlandplein 

Around Gelderlandplein tubs can be 
found with a blend of purple fringed 
‘Purple Chrystal’, dark ‘Purple Lady’, 
purple red fringed ‘Labrador’, purple 
‘Blue Ribbon’, lily flowering pink ‘Pretty 
Love’, lavender pink ‘Rejoyce’, pink 
‘Carola’, soft pink ‘Lydia’; also pastel 
coloured tulips such as: double orange 
‘Orange Princess’, orange ‘Hermitage’, 
pink flamed ‘Pretty Princess’, double 
pink fringed ‘Queensland’, bronze orange 
‘Cairo’ and soft pink tulip ‘Lydia’. 
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Boerhaaveplein 
Thanks to donations Tulip Festival was 
able to sponsor 1.000 tulip bulbs, which 
were planted by residents. You ‘ll see: 
‘Couleur Cardinal’ red with a purple hint, 

‘Flair’ orange with yellow, ‘Flaming Prince’ 
purple with white flamed, ‘Pretty Princess’ 
pink flamed, orange ‘Prinses Irene’ and 
red with white ‘Carnaval de Rio’.
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Klein Bijlmerplein 
Tubs with a blend of pastel coloured 
tulips: ‘Foxy Foxtrot’ double apricot with 
salmon coloured, orange ‘Pako’, soft pink 
‘Synaeda Amor’, lavender pink ‘Rejoyce’ 
and double pink with white ‘Foxtrot’. 
 

Groot Bijlmerplein 
Tubs with a blend of pastel coloured 
tulips: ‘Foxy Foxtrot’ double apricot with 
salmon coloured, orange ‘Pako’, soft pink 
‘Synaeda Amor’, lavender pink ‘Rejoyce’ 
and double pink with white ‘Foxtrot’.

Have fun on your Tulp Festival tour!

Tag or share your tulpis on our Facebook and Instagram. 
Facebook: tulpfestivalamsterdam en Instagram: @tulpfestival.
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WORLDWIDE DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS
FOR EXHIBITION, DECORATION & FESTIVAL

+316 54 95 46 57 •  BURGERBRUG •  NL •  FLOWERINGBULBS.NL
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Flower Bulbs
They used to cost a fortune. Fortunately, eve-
ryone can afford flower bulbs today. You see 
these beautiful flowers produced by their un-
derground bulbs emerging in the spring. People 
often remark on them: “They are so pretty, I 
want some, too!” But their enthusiasm is often 
dampened by questions that arise. “What is a 
flower bulb, actually?” “How do you plant flower 
bulbs?” “What kinds should I plant?” “When 
is the best time to plant them?” they wonder. 
Fortunately, planting flower bulbs is not difficult, 
and each question has an answer. Bulb.com 
is the flower bulb platform that provides the 
answers to these kinds of questions.

What is a flower bulb?
A flower bulb can best be described as an un-
derground storage shed and a flower factory all 
in one. This is because a flower bulb contains 
everything that the plant needs to grow and 
bloom: the flower, the leaves and a food supply. 
If you’d like to see for yourself, slice a flower 
bulb in half from top to bottom.

The history of flower bulbs
Flower bulbs are cultivated in the Netherlands: 
products of the Dutch soil. The most well-
known flower bulb is the tulip. Tulips were being 
cultivated and traded in Turkey as long ago 
as the Middle Ages. At that time, men there 
wore a turban, and this custom gave rise to the 
name given to this queen of the flower bulbs. 
The name ‘tulip’ (in Latin: Tulipa) means ‘the 
flower that looks like a turban’.

Planting flower bulbs
Because the flower is already tucked away 
inside the bulb, you don’t need green fingers to 
plant them. All it takes is five steps to guarantee 
success! Before you know it, you’ll be down 
on your knees admiring the first green leaf tips 
emerging from the soil. And that’s just the start 
of delightful things to come.

Kinds of flower bulbs
Some flower bulbs will produce flowers every 
year while some will not. This is why flower 
bulbs are subdivided into various kinds: flower 
bulbs for annual plantings, flower bulbs for 
perennialised flowering, and flower bulbs for 
naturalised plantings.

The difference between spring bulbs and 
summer bulbs
Flower bulbs can also be classified into two 
large groups: spring bulbs and summer bulbs. 
Spring bulbs flower in the spring and have 
to be planted in the autumn. Summer bulbs 
have to be planted in the spring to flower in 
the summer. And to make things even a bit 
more complicated, in addition to the spring and 
summer bulbs, there is another small group: 
the autumn bulbs. Autumn flowering bulbs have 
to be planted in July after which they will flower 
in the autumn.

For more information about flower bulbs 
www.ibulb.org

Each Autumn iBulb donates 30.000 tulip bulbs to Tulp Festival Amsterdam. Skoolkids and
volunteers plant the bulbs in November at the foot of the Vondel monument in Vondelpark.

HOW DO TULIPS GROW ?


